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“yogini: unfolding the goddess within” book is written by shambhavi chopra. but the actual force 

behind this book is the divine grace which has helped shambhavi in her inner journey. one of her close 

friends suggested her to write her spiritual experiences and share it with the world. as it would help 

many seekers. i feel it was an excellent advice given to her by her friend. 

the book shares shambhavi’s journey towards the divine. how she was helped at different stages by 

divine forces. how she was protected in difficult times, guided by goddesses to certain places and 

people and her experiences with deities and divine beings. 

at first reading, you might call this book a gibberish or exaggeration. you might bring your mind in 

between and say how this is possible in this scientific age. actually this is what i did 6 years ago when i 

read this book. i could not read the book completely and put it back in my book-shelf. 

you need some spiritual experiences of your own to understand and relate with this book. it took me 

another 6 years to come to that level. the book should not be read from the mind but from the heart. 

keep your mind and logic aside while reading this book. just like one does when one reads poetry. the 

book is also written in an poetic language. on the path of devotion heart is the key and not logic 

it is difficult in kaliyuga to believe that lord shiva can give you darshan in the current time or goddess 

shakti will come in your bedroom in some of her forms, in her own ways. but all these things happens 

to devotees and to people who tread the path of devotion. this is a book for seekers who are walking on 

the path and not for a curious mind. 
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the book shares the personal experiences of shambhavi and does not share much insights on the 

spiritual methods and techniques. i am sure she must be having many. it would have been great, if she 

had also given these insights in the book. 

if you are going through a phase where the boundary between the mind and no-mind becomes hazy. 

and you don’t know what is happening with you in your sadhana or last night your deity appeared in 

your dream and taught you some sadhana… then read this book. it will help you in giving confidence 

to trust your experiences. otherwise mind doubts everything which is subtle or illogical or which 

comes from the space of no-mind. 
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different experiences happen to different people. so no need to compare and judge other person’s 

experiences with yours. because we all are unique and have walked on different paths in many life 

times. so your experience is going to be different than other peoples’ experiences. 
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i like this book and recommend it to people who are on devotional path or regularly pray to deities to 

invoke their blessings. 

more info about shambhavi chopra: 
1. she has also written one more book “yogic secrets of the dark goddess”. link to yogini shambhavi’s 

facebook page. like the page to get nice updates on spiritual topics. 

2. she is a spiritual guide and educator of ancient vedic traditions. the american institute of vedic 

studies is a web-based educational center. it is run by yogini shambhavi and her husband vedacharya 

david frawley (pandit vamadeva shastri) who is a known for his knowledge about ayurveda, yoga, 

vedanta and vedic astrology. he has authored many books on these topics. 
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